There are three critical elements in the visible light positioning (VLP) system: Positioning accuracy, real-time ability and robustness. However, few existing VLP studies consider these three critical elements at the same time. Especially, robustness is usually ignored in VLP system, which has a great influence on positioning performance or even leads to the failure of positioning. Therefore, we propose a novel VLP method based on image sensor (as positioning terminal), using improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm. The proposed algorithm not only combines Camshift algorithm with Kalman filter, but also introduces the Bhattacharyya coefficient innovatively. It can realize high positioning accuracy, good robustness and good real-time ability. Experiments showed that the positioning accuracy of our proposed VLP algorithm was 0.55 cm, which realized high positioning accuracy. Besides, the average processing time per frame was 27.2 ms, which realized good real-time ability. Also, whether the LED was shielded, the interference occurred or the target's velocity changed suddenly, the proposed algorithm still maintained good positioning effect, which showed that it had good robustness.
Introduction
With the emergence of large-scale buildings such as shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes [1] , etc. there is an increasing demand for indoor positioning. Over the past years, some indoor positioning techniques such as infrared ray (IR), ultrasonic wave, radio-frequency identification (RFID), wireless local area network (WLAN), Bluetooth, ultra-wideband (UWB), etc., have been developed. However, each of those fails to meet the expectation due to their inherent flaws, including low positioning accuracy, poor robustness to electromagnetic interference, as well as expensive cost of the devices. Compared with these techniques, visible light positioning (VLP) technology, which has attracted much attention in recent years, shows its great superiority and broad application prospects. Different from the traditional positioning techniques mentioned above, VLP can preferably adapt to indoor environment due to its abundant bandwidth resources, great robustness to electromagnetic interference, high positioning accuracy and good illumination ability as well. Besides, the cost of hardware devices supporting VLP systems is relatively small by comparison. Therefore, VLP technology has broad application prospects in the field of indoor positioning.
In this paper, an improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm is proposed for VLP. There are three main contributions of this paper, which are briefly introduced as follows:
First of all, this paper solves the problem of positioning robustness of VLP, which greatly improves the feasibility of VLP. There are three elements of positioning: the accuracy, real-time ability and robustness. Whereas the real-time ability and robustness are often overlooked and only accuracy are considered, especially the robustness, which is nearly never taken into consideration. Robustness is always the bottleneck of VLP and visible light communication (VLC). In VLP systems, shield effect and interference effect are common, as well as the target's velocity changes suddenly. To prove robustness, we have tested our proposed algorithm in these three situations and detailed experiment is presented in Section 3. There are two modes of indoor VLP positioning systems: The Photodiode-based (PD-based) positioning, and the image-sensor-based (IS-based) positioning [2] , [3] . In our previous works [4] - [9] , we have completed many research projects of VLP systems based on PD. Through in-depth analysis of these projects we found that the mobility of the positioning terminal has been severely limited because PD is sensitive to the direction of the light beam. According to the characteristics of PD and image sensor [2] , [10] , in the field of VLP, image sensor is undoubtedly better than PD. In theory, IS-based VLP systems should have better performance than the PD-based VLP systems. However, existing IS-based VLP methods still have much room for improvement. In Reference [11] , a single LED system based on a circular projection was proposed and the positioning accuracy was only 25.12 cm. In Reference [12] , though the positioning error was reduced to less than 10 cm, the performance was still unsatisfactory. In these projects, even the positioning accuracy wasn't satisfactory. In Reference [13] , the author proposed a method based on image sensor using the geometry of the imaging, whose stimulation results showed that the accuracy reaches millimeter level. However, the real-time ability and the robustness were not considered in the article. A method using minimax filter to estimate the trajectory of the terminal was proposed in Reference [14] . And its average velocity simulated by MATLAB simulator was only 1 m/s (3.6 km/h). However, the velocity cannot meet real-time requirements of VLP and can only support the positioning terminal to move at a low speed. In Reference [15] the proposed VLP method considers the system's real-time ability. And its maximum allowable motion speed of the positioning terminal was 18 km/h, and the positioning accuracy was 7.5 cm. However, the blur effect, caused by high relative speed between the image sensor and the LED, was ignored. Because the positioning method in [15] is based on pixel intensity detection, when the LED is blurred in the image, the positioning process may fail. Moreover, apart from the motion blur, notably, few studies in VLP took the general circumstance that the transmitter is shielded or broken into account. Most of the positioning algorithms are based on two or more LEDs. Therefore, the algorithm would fail if the light links between the LEDs and the positioning terminal are blocked. The shielded effect is a big problem in the field of VLP or VLC and robustness is usually ignored. To improve the robustness of the positioning system, a novel method is needed.
Secondly, video target tracking algorithm is innovatively applied to VLP. In our knowledge, realtime positioning of the mobile terminal requires real-time shooting and processing of each image to obtain the region of interest (ROI) area of the LED luminaire in the image. The image sensor can take real-time images by turning on the recording mode. With the motion of the image sensor, the position of the LED lamp in the image also moves relatively. If LED-ROI extraction method based on pixel intensity is adopted for each frame of image, which means that each frame requires a complete search, the amount of computation would be large and the real-time performance would be poor. Video target tracking and detecting algorithm provides a feasible solution for the detection of LED-ROI. It can estimate the position of the LED-ROI in the subsequent image based on the information of the existing LED-ROI, thereby narrowing the search range and improving the realtime performance of the positioning. Additionally, it has good robustness and good accuracy. Thus, particular emphasis should be placed on the video target tracking method which can obtain the valid data of the image to decrease the computational cost as well as improve the positioning accuracy, instead of the traditional methods. Inspired by the advantages of the video target tracking algorithm, we have done many innovative studies on using it in VLC. In the past, we have done many studies on applying video target tracking algorithm to VLC. Before our previous work [2] , nobody has considered all three elements of positioning at the same time. In our work [2] , the algorithm utilizing optical flow method and Bayesian forecast can address all the difficulties of VLP systems mentioned above. Its positioning accuracy is 0.86 cm and the maximum allowable speed of positioning terminal is up to 48 km/h. Besides, the algorithm can locate the target although half of the LED is shielded. It is different from all the previous algorithms, where the whole method would fail even if a small area is blocked. It's obvious that the algorithm's robustness of our previous work is excellent. However, the computational cost of the optical flow algorithm is considerable, and it doesn't perform well under shielded effect. Though the introduction of Bayesian forecast greatly improves the robustness of optical flow algorithm under shielded effect, it further increases the computational burden of the whole system. In our another work [10] , we also considered the accuracy, real-time ability and robustness at the same time and proposed particle filter tracking and detecting algorithm. Its positioning accuracy is 2.95 cm and average computational time for each frame is 21 ms, which means that the algorithm has relatively good accuracy and real-time ability. More importantly, the algorithm has good robustness and can track and extract target signal sources under different interferences. However, it cannot obtain good accuracy and good real-time performance at the same time because the particle filter algorithm has a large amount of calculation. In our previous work [16] , we proposed an improved algorithm based on mean shift algorithm and unscented Kalman filter. Its positioning accuracy is 0.42 cm and the average processing time per frame was 24.93 ms. Also, even when half of the LED was shielded, the accuracy was maintained at 1.41 cm. However, in this paper, only the occlusion effect is discussed for robustness. That is to say, it cannot ensure high precision positioning when the interference occurs or the target's velocity changes suddenly. Yet, our proposed improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm can solve all these tracking problems and detailed theoretical and experimental results are described in the Section 2 and the Section 3.
Thirdly, our proposed improved algorithm, which can be used for high accuracy and robustness indoor visible light positioning, innovatively combines Camshift algorithm and Kalman filter algorithm. It can obtain the pixel area of LED and then we can use LED-ID identification algorithm to identify LED ID location information [17] , and imaging positioning algorithm [18] so that highprecision VLC positioning can be achieved. Camshift algorithm converts original images to color probability distribution maps based on the color histogram of the target LED by considering the target's color characteristic and special distribution characteristic. Then, the location and size of the search window are adjusted by it based on the results obtained from the previous frame. Meanwhile, Kalman filter predicts the motion state of the target in the next frame according to the position and velocity information of the current frame, which enhances the accuracy and robustness of tracking. Additionally, the proposed algorithm not only combines Camshift algorithm with Kalman filter, but also introduces the Bhattacharyya coefficient innovatively. Bhattacharyya coefficient, the similarity factor between the measurement results of Camshift algorithm and the real target, is used to replace the measurement noise. It adjusts the size and position of the Camshift search window by its value. At the same time, the value of observation noise matrix of Kalman filter is updated by Bhattacharyya coefficient in real time to improve performance. All the experimental results show that the proposed improved algorithm has high positioning accuracy, excellent real-time ability and strong robustness so that it has broad application prospect. 
Theory
Theoretically, the process of dynamic positioning and tracking is to estimate the position of the image through a series of operations on the basis of the analysis of the collected image sequence. It is worth mentioning that video target tracking method can obtain effective image data, reduce computing costs and improve positioning accuracy. After the location tracking algorithm detected the first frame, it can automatically estimate the position of the subsequent frames through certain strategies, which greatly enhances the computational efficiency. Thus, it is particularly suitable for practical scenarios. In the following parts, the VLP positioning technology will be briefly introduced and the proposed algorithm will be explained theoretically in detail.
The relationship between the different systems is shown in the Fig. 1 . The origin of image coordinate system is the cross point between the optical axis of the camera and the image sensor imaging plane, i.e., the center of the image sensor imaging plane. And the unit of the image coordinate system is mm, which belongs to physical unit, whereas the unit of the pixel coordinate is pixel, which is described by its row and line. Therefore, their relationship is 1 pixel = dy mm, dx and dy represent the unit of two coordinate systems respectively. Focused on the lens f, the size of each pixel on CMOS is described by dx and dy, and the height H l as well as the midpoint (x 0 , y 0 ) of the image sensor's imaging plane in the pixel coordinate system are known. The process of calculating Z t l , (x t l , y t l ) is as follows. Firstly, the center coordinate (X t 0 , Y t 0 ) of LED at time t in the image coordinate system is calculated by the formulas as follows:
By using the center coordinate (X t 0 , Y t 0 ) of LED in the image coordinate, we can calculate the coordinate (X t 0 , Y t 0 ) of the camera in the camera coordinate system:
And we can define that the coordinate of the LED in the world coordinate is represented by D l , while h stands for the mapping function. 
Camshift Algorithm
The Camshift algorithm, the continuous adaptive MeanShift algorithm, is a tracking method based on the color of moving objects in a video sequence. The Camshift algorithm is based on the Meanshift algorithm. It can realize the target detection algorithm based on the distribution state of color probability density without parameter iteration. The algorithm has good real-time ability and robustness. When the tracking target is deformed or the brightness of the light in the environment changes, the detection and recognition effect can still be good. Since the HSV (hue, saturation, and value) color model is less affected by changes in the illumination intensity than the RGB color model, the Camshift algorithm converts the image from the RGB color space to the HSV color space first. The algorithm uses the H component to establish a histogram model of the tracking target, and then normalizes the obtained result to 0∼255. Then the color probability distribution map is produced by replacing the value of each pixel in the image with the probability pair in which the color appears. And an appropriate threshold is set to binarize the color probability map. The adaptive search process of the Camshift algorithm is shown in the Fig. 2 .
The adaptive search process of Camshift algorithm is as follows:
1) The size of the search window S 0 and the initial position (x 0 , y 0 ) are initialized in the color probability distribution map. Extract a color component of the captured image, create a color histogram, and then a discrete two-dimensional color probability distribution map of the target is obtained by back projection. 2) The position and size of the search window are adjusted by the Meanshift algorithm. And the search window is continuously updated to obtain the size of the moving target and the position of the centroid in the current frame according to the center, the size and the moving direction of the target area. Calculate the zeroth moment of the centroid (x c , y c ) of the tracking detection window:
First order moment of X:
First order moment of Y:
In the equation, I (x, y) is the pixel value of the coordinate (x, y) point, and the range of the new x, y is the range of the search window s. Then the centroid position (x c , y c ) of the search window is:
3) Calculate the size of the search box (width w and height h ) adaptively. Calculate the second moment of x and y by the following formulas:
and then the direction Angle of the long axis of the target is:
The width of the search window w and the height h can be calculated as follows:
4) Repeat Step 2 and
Step 3 until the centroid is converged (the centroid offset of two adjacent operations is less than the threshold). 5) Output the search window, and then regard it as the initial value of the search window of the next frame. Finally, through iteration, tracking of moving objects in the image is realized.
Kalman Filter Algorithm
The Kalman filtering algorithm utilizes the state equation of the linear system to estimate the state of the system optimally through the input and output of the system. Since the observed data includes the effects of noise and interference in the system, the optimal estimate can be considered as a filtering process. The Kalman filter uses the state equation and the observation equation to describe the system. The recursive filtering method is used to estimate the mean square error of the motion state of the target at the next moment, and then accurately detect the moving target position in the video. It is mainly divided into two processes: (1) time update and a priori estimation.
(2) measurement update and a posterior estimation. The posterior estimation obtained by the current Kalman filtering process can be used not only as the result of this time, but also as the initial value of the next prior estimate. Assume that the state equation and the observation equation of a linear system are:
In the equations, X k and X k−1 represent the state variables at the moment of k and k − 1. Kalman filter formulas are as follows:
1) The prediction process based on the state equation (11):
The prediction equation of state vector is calculated by:
Error covariance prediction equation is calculated by:
2) Correction process based on observation equation (12):
The gain of Kalman filter is calculated by:
Corrected state vector is calculated by:
Modified error covariance matrix is calculated by:
In these equations, X k,k−1 is the predicted value of state; X k is a priori estimation of X k,k−1 . K k is the gain matrix of kalman filter; P k,k−1 is the covariance matrix of X k,k−1 . P k is the covariance matrix of X k .
VLC dynamic Tracking and Localization Algorithm Based on Improved Camshift-Kalman
Kalman filtering is widely used in motion state estimation of targets moving at a constant speed, which is an optimal estimation and has good tracking performance. However, when using Kalman for tracking, it is easy for unstable noise parameters to occur so that the target's motion model cannot be described accurately. Specifically, the Kalman algorithm requires accurate process noise and measurement noise, and assumes that the noise is Gaussian independent noise. But this is not the case so that it is difficult to maintain a good tracking effect when the motion state of the moving target changes suddenly. The Camshift algorithm is widely used in the application field of target tracking because it has the characteristics of no parameters, high efficiency and fastness. However, though it has many advantages, in the case of similar background color interference, the tracking accuracy of it will be greatly reduced.
Therefore, an improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm for high accuracy and robustness indoor visible light positioning is proposed in this paper. Bhattacharyya coefficient, the similarity factor between the measurement results of Camshift algorithm and the real target, is used to replace the measurement noise. And adjust the size and position of the Camshift search window based on the value of the Bhattacharyya coefficient. In order to achieve better tracking performance, the value of observation noise matrix of Kalman filter (and the value of gain matrix K k under its influence) is updated by Bhattacharyya coefficient in real time. Use the tracked target position output by the Camshift algorithm as the measurement signal and use the Kalman filter algorithm to correct the target position. At the same time, the Bhattacharyya coefficient between the color histogram of the LED-ROI obtained by the Camshift algorithm and the color histogram of the real target is compared, and the distance is regarded as the similarity factor. Normalized it as the measurement noise of the Kalman filter to make the variance of the overall measurement noise time-varying, which achieve the effect of updating the model in real time. When the tracking target motion state changes suddenly or the sudden loss of the target occurs, the Camshift algorithm would fail. In order to prevent it from happening, the proposed algorithm will judge whether the position and size of the Camshift algorithm search window need to be adjusted according to the value of the similarity factor, and ensure that the algorithm can always lock the LED target position within the entire image range.
Kalman Filter Algorithm Based on Camshift Algorithm:
In the process of video sequence target tracking, the general processing interval between two continuous frames is little. At the same time, the movement of the target (including the motion state and size of the target) changes little. Therefore, it is often assumed that the target moves at a constant speed within the time interval of two frames and the size of the target remains basically unchanged. The state parameter matrix of the target is made up of the position, velocity, and size of the target at a certain time. Let the motion state variable of the target be X k = [x sk , y sk , x vk , y vk , w k , h k ], and the initialization state transition matrix be: 
In the equation, t denotes the time interval between time t(k) and time t(k − 1), which can be indicated by the difference of frame number. In this case, t = 1. However, how to determine the system noise matrix and measure the noise matrix is always a complicated problem. If the value is not appropriate, there will be a large deviation between the estimated result of Kalman filter and the real value. According to equations (13)∼(17), we found that the system noise and measurement noise affect the results of final calculation by influencing the value of gain matrix K k . And through theoretical calculation and experimental verification, it is proved that the actual value of gain matrix K is basically determined by the ratio of system noise matrix to measurement noise matrix, namely the ratio of Q k to R k . Based on this idea, the proposed algorithm initializes the system noise matrix to the unit diagonal matrix: Q k = 1, and makes the measurement noise matrix R k = α. And α should satisfy the following conditions: 1) α should be able to realize real-time updating, enabling the Kalman filter to modify the parameters dynamically. 2) When the detection effect is good, the value of α should be less than 1, which shows that the variance of the measured value is small relatively. Therefore, the Kalman filter is given higher weight to the measured value in the calculation. On the contrary, when the detection effect is not ideal, the value of α should be greater than 1. In order to meet the above conditions, the proposed algorithm uses the Bhattacharyya coefficient between the color histogram of the target area obtained by the Camshift algorithm and the color histogram of the real target as a reference of α. In statistics, the Bhattacharyya coefficient is an approximate calculation of the overlap amount between two statistical samples, which can be used to measure the correlation between two sets of samples. In the field of image processing, the Bhattacharyya coefficient is often used to measure the similarity between two images. For the discrete probability distribution p and q in the same domain X, the Bhattacharyya coefficient is defined as:
Because of 0 ≤ C b ≤ 1, in the actual tracking process, C b will be normalized on [−λ, λ], and in this algorithm, λ is 2. Therefore, the values of α range from [10 −2 , 10 2 ], which means when C b = 1, α = 10 −2 . That also means that when the target region detected by the Camshift algorithm is relatively similar to the real target, the variance matrix R of the measurement noise of Kalman filter takes the relatively small value. It presents that the measurement error is relatively small, and it will be given a relatively high weight when the Kalman filter is calculated. As α can follow detection algorithm of tracking effect to take different values, Kalman filter realizes dynamic adjustment of the parameter matrix. Besides, it can also change the values of the gain matrix K k according to the actual situation, which enables the proposed improved algorithm to reduce the improper adjustment of the measured value when the Camshift algorithm performs well. At the same time, the proposed algorithm would achieve the maximum correction of the tracking results when the Camshift algorithm fails, so as to guarantee the reliability of the tracking results.
Improved Camshift-Kalman Algorithm:
Camshift algorithm locates target by calculating the mass center of the tracking search window on the color distribution probability graph so that the detection results would be better if the target do not move much. But actually, the following situations may happen: 1) the tracking target has a large change in motion speed, which may make the tracking target in the next frame deviate from the search window calculated in the previous frame image completely. 2) the tracking target is completely occluded, which makes the target disappear in the search window of the next frame. In these situations where the tracking target leaves the calculated search window, Camshift algorithm will fail, owing to its inability to calculate the pixel's center of mass unless the target reappears in the area. Moreover, the algorithm may consider the area whose background color is similar to the color of the target as the real target to track mistakenly. Therefore, in consideration of these problems, the improved Camshift algorithm is proposed as shown in the Fig. 3 .
In each frame of the image, the Bhattacharyya coefficients between the color histogram of the current region and the color histogram of the target are calculated when we use Camshift algorithm to detect the target region. If the calculated Bhattacharyya coefficient is less than the threshold, it can be considered that Camshift algorithm fails and no tracking target exist in the current search window. When this occurs, we move the center coordinates of the search window to the surrounding area in the eight directions while keep the search window's size unchanged, and then use Camshift algorithm to track in the new search windows. After the Bhattacharyya coefficients of all search windows are calculated, the window with the most similarity to the current window is selected. And then its eight adjacent windows are tracked next. The algorithm doesn't stop iterating until the window with the largest Bhattacharyya coefficient in the neighborhood is found. This step can effectively improve the accuracy of tracking when the tracking object moves less than twice the size between the previous and subsequent frames.
In another situation, when the target is completely occluded for a period of time and then reenters the picture from a distance, the improvements in the previous paragraph cannot help the search window to catch the target again. In this circumstance, the size of the search window could be continuously expanded. And for each expansion, the Camshift algorithm is used and a new Bhattacharyya coefficient is calculated each time. When its value is bigger than the preset threshold, the tracking target can be considered to be within the range of the search window and the expansion will be stopped. Additionally, it is important to note that the threshold of Bhattacharyya coefficient here and the threshold before expansion are not set to the same value. It is because the aim of expanding the search window is a complementary method which is to avoid complete failure of the Camshift algorithm. Generally, the expansion of the search window denotes a decrease in accuracy of the target tracking in Camshift algorithm, so the threshold of Bhattacharyya coefficient in this part should be set smaller accordingly.
If the tracking results still cannot be well corrected by the two steps above, which means that the Bhattacharyya coefficient is still less than the threshold value, the size of the search window in the previous frame is retained. And then the first detection result calculated by the improved Camshift algorithm in the current frame is used as measurement data. Finally, transmit it to the Kalman filter algorithm to adjust the final tracking result and update the value.
Experimental Setup and Result Analysis

Experiment Setup
The experimental platform was built as the Fig. 4 to verify addition, the CMOS industrial camera was used as the positioning terminal to record video information, and it was set on the mobile robot to achieve the dynamic positioning. The motion trajectory of the robot was fixed through a pre-programmed script. The open source computer vision library (OpenCV3.2.0) was used as the software platform to process the received video. Test the real-time performance of the algorithm using the computer (Acer VN7-593G, i7-7700HQ, 3.40 GHz clock rate, 16G RAM). Key parameters of the experiment are shown in the Table 1 .
By adjusting the exposure of CMOS industrial camera, only LED light source and other light source targets will appear in video frame, as shown in Fig. 5 . Additionally, only the LED light source is seen as the foreground, while other light sources are background interference. As mentioned above, high-precision VLC indoor positioning can be achieved through successfully detecting LED by video target tracking technology.
Results and Analysis
The Analysis of Robustness:
In order to verify the robustness of the proposed algorithm, different experimental scenes were set: (i) the LED is not shielded; (ii) the LED is shielded with different degrees of area; (iii) interference with modulator tubes as background.
First of all, in most cases, the LED is complete in the image sensor without interference. In this case, a complete LED pixel area can be effectively obtained, as shown in the Fig. 6 . The proposed algorithm can accurately detect LED with little error. Accurately detecting the location of LED means that the positioning algorithm proposed above can achieve high-precision indoor positioning.
The detection effect of the proposed algorithm is shown in the Fig. 6 when there are different degrees of occlusion. In the experiment, the LED area is obscured from frame 145. When there is only a small area of occlusion, it has little impact on LED detection and the proposed algorithm can still achieve high-precision positioning. In the 180th, 183th, 185th frame, most of the LED's area is obscured, as shown in Fig. 7(b)∼(d) . However, even most area of the LED is obscured, the proposed algorithm can still accurately detect the location of the LED pixel area, achieving high localization accuracy. After the shielded effect ends at 187th frame, as shown in the Fig. 7 (e)∼(f), the LED pixel area can be detected quickly and accurately. Moreover, since the size of the search window changes with the occlusion area, our experiment fixed the size of the search window to observe the effect of the proposed algorithm. As shown in the Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the proposed algorithm has good ability to resist occlusion. In the case of different degrees of occlusion, the proposed algorithm can still detect the LED area to achieve the success of the VLC positioning, which greatly improves the robustness of the VLC positioning system. Furthermore, the ability of the proposed tracking and positioning algorithm to resist interference is tested by setting background interference. It is worth mentioning that there is no experiment about the background interference in our previous work [16] . In the experiment, LED light tube without ID signal was set on the ceiling as interference. The proposed algorithm uses the Bhattacharyya coefficient to replace the measurement noise and adjusts the size and position of the search window of Camshift algorithm according to this value. Then the Camshift algorithm outputs the tracked target position as the measurement signal and Kalman filtering algorithm is adopted to correct the target position. The tracking results are shown in the Fig. 9 . It's obvious that under the interference of LED light tube, the proposed VLC positioning algorithm can still ensure the accurate detection of LED pixel area.
Additionally, the robustness of the proposed algorithm is tested when the positioning terminal suddenly accelerates. In the experiment, the target position at frame 23 is shown in the Fig. 10 . In frame 24, the positioning terminal will suddenly accelerate to the left. Accordingly, the LED pixel area will move to the right. In this case, the traditional Camshift algorithm will fail and the tracking target will be lost until it appears in the vanishing region again which is shown in Fig. 11(a) . However, the proposed algorithm can solve this tracking problem. In each frame of the image, the Bhattacharyya coefficients between the color histogram of the current region and the color histogram of the target are calculated when we use Camshift algorithm to detect the target region. When the tracking target suddenly accelerates and disappears from the search window, the proposed algorithm will search the target in the adjacent region and calculate the Bhattacharyya coefficient at the same time until it finds the most similar target. The tracking performance is shown in the Fig. 11(b) . It can be seen that the improved algorithm proposed in this paper can solve this tracking problem well. By the way, our previous work [16] have no such experiment. The algorithm proposed in reference [16] does not set the judgment when the target leaves the search area, which may cause that the algorithm fails when the target suddenly accelerates.
The Analysis of Accuracy:
Because the mobile robot moves horizontally, only the tracking and detection errors D [2] , [10] , [19] on the two-dimensional plane x and y need to be analyzed, which are the errors of actual position of the LED lamps and the position estimated by the VLC dynamic detection algorithm. D is calculated as follows:
In this equation, (x, y) represents the position coordinate obtained through calculation, and (x r , y r ) represents the actual position coordinate. Since the LED lamp used in the experiment is circular and the image sensor mounted on the robot is parallel to the X and Y planes, the circular center detection coordinate algorithm can be used to calculate the center coordinates of the circular LED in the image. And we compare the center coordinates with the coordinates obtained by the VLC dynamic tracking detection algorithm proposed in this paper. Then according to the conversion relationship with the world coordinate system and image coordinate system, the detection error is calculated [2] , [10] , [19] . When acquiring a frame of image, the center coordinates of the LED lamp are first detected and recorded. The coordinates of the target center are then calculated by the tracking algorithm. By calculating the distance between the two coordinates and converting it into the world coordinate system, the actual error can be obtained. In a video sequence, 85 consecutive frames without occlusion motion were selected as the test data. The tracking results are shown in the Fig. 12 , where the blue dots represent the actual coordinates and the red dots represent the coordinates obtained by the proposed algorithm. It can be concluded from the observation results that the proposed algorithm has a good tracking effect for most samples. The Fig. 13 shows the checking error of the proposed algorithm. The Fig. 12 shows the CDF diagram of the error. As can be seen from the Fig. 12 , the detection error of over 95% points is within 0.58 cm. It can be seen that the high accuracy ensures that the proposed VLC tracking detection algorithm will not cause large positioning error to affect the VLC system when it replaces the traditional pixel strength detection algorithm
The Analysis of Real-Time Ability:
The complexity and procession time of the algorithm affect the real-time performance of VLC. When the positioned terminal is moving, if the real-time ability of the positioning algorithm is not good, the delay effect will occur. That is to say, when the positioning terminal moves to the next point, the result of the previous point will appear. Therefore, it is necessary to test the real-time performance of the VLC system.
In this section, the average time of processing a frame of image is used to represent the real-time performance of the system. First, the system time at the beginning of localization and the system time at the end of localization are recorded. After subtracting them and dividing by the total number of video frames, the average time of processing a frame of image in an experiment can be obtained. Finally, the real-time ability of the proposed algorithm can be obtained by conducting several experiments. The experimental results are shown in the Table 2 . And the results show that the average processing time of the proposed VLC algorithm proposed is 27.2 ms each frame.
It is difficult for us to judge the real-time quality only by looking at such a simple number. So, we compare other algorithms to help us judge it. In our previous work [2] , which uses optical flow detection and a Bayesian forecast algorithm for target tracking, the average processing time was 162 ms. It is obvious that the proposed algorithm in this paper is much faster than the algorithm in reference [2] . Besides, in our another work [10] , which uses a particle filter algorithm, its average running time was 21 ms. It is a little bit faster than the proposed algorithm. However, its positioning accuracy was 2.95 cm, which is greater than our proposed algorithm in this paper. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is suitable for real-time communication of VLC.
Multi-Target Detection Experiment Results and Analysis
Since the VLC positioning algorithm based on two LED lamps is proposed in the theoretical part of this paper, in this experiment, two LED lamps are tracked and detected, and the detection effect of the proposed algorithm is shown in the Fig. 15 .
As can be seen from the Fig. 15 , the proposed VLC tracking and localization algorithm can achieve accurate LED-ROI detection. Further, the effect of non-source LED light pipe and LED downlight interference on the proposed improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm were tested. The test results are shown in the Fig. 16 .
As can be seen from the Fig. 16 , the proposed VLC dynamic tracking and localization algorithm based on improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm has good anti-interference ability in the case of multi-target (double lamps). Finally, the processing time of detecting two LED lamps at the same time by the proposed VLC tracking and localization algorithm is 38.18 ms each frame. It can be seen that the introduction of VLC dynamic positioning tracking and detecting method based on improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm does not have a great impact on the real-time and accuracy of the VLC positioning system, and it can improve the robustness of the VLC positioning system greatly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an improved Camshift-Kalman algorithm for high accuracy and robustness indoor visible light positioning. The Kalman filter is adjusted and updated in real time by introducing the Bhattacharyya coefficient, which solves the disadvantages of traditional Kalman algorithm such as the difficulty in setting the motion model and the inability to dynamically adapt to the change of the motion state of the target. Besides, the proposed algorithm is simple in principle and can reduce the computational cost while ensuring the real-time performance of the system. In addition, with the improvement of the Camshift algorithm, the target can also be tracked properly even when large area occlusion or sudden acceleration occurs, which vastly enhances the robustness of the algorithm. The combination of Camshift algorithm and Kalman algorithm can effectively integrate the detected information and the prior information of the position, successfully improving the tracking accuracy of the algorithm. Meanwhile, Kalman filtering can update the weight of information according to the actual detection effect in the proposed algorithm, which makes the algorithm superior for the situation where the target motion state is uncertain. As for experiment, in terms of real-time ability, the time of tracking and detecting two LED-ROI areas was 38.18 ms. In detecting LED-ROI errors, the positioning precision of our proposed algorithm was 0.47 cm and the average tracking error was 0.273 cm. That means the proposed algorithm can accurately detect the ROI of the LED, ensuring the high-precision indoor positioning can be achieved by the VLC imaging positioning algorithm (the positioning error will not increase too much due to the introduction of the VLC tracking algorithm). In terms of robustness, the LED can be detected accurately when different degrees of occlusion, the background light interference and the shifting motion of the positioning terminal occur. All the experimental results prove that our proposed algorithm has high positioning accuracy, excellent real-time ability and strong robustness. And more accurate tracking can be realized under the condition that the target motion model is unknown, which shows its broad application prospect.
